ANASAZI GOLD ORGANICS proudly offers a full range of 75 million-year-old certified organic humates as mineral supplements, for humans, plants and animals. derived from Cretaceous plant matter from an ancient freshwater lake bed. Not an ancient sea beds which contain salts and is not bio available. Independent testing has shown our humate contains up to 96% humic acid count, the highest in the industry, with 72 minerals and 13 amino acids and comes from a fresh water lake bed making our products more bio available.

ANASAZI GOLD ORGANICS Human consumable products produced with over 35 years of research and development to come up with a full organic water predicated Humic and Fulvic acids made with humates containing up to 96% humic acid content in our raw products there for we are using the best to make the best!

ANASAZI GOLD ORGANICS products in agriculture rebuild and maintain the soil-food web: the interdependence of soil micro and macro organisms and minerals; interacting with water, air, earth, and the roots of plants to form a delicate yet powerful natural biological structure: “A Web of Life” Our experienced team of organic farmers and ranchers produce our products with care and technical assistance from leading soil microbiology laboratories. Our products are excellent for optimal health and wellness for humans, plants and animals. Our commitment to a sustainable future begins with sustainable soils built with our products.

CHELATION - is a treatment for removing toxins and heavy metals from the blood or from a life system such as a plant. Humates are considered to be “Nature's Best Chelator”. This is vital because chelation will result in the activation of nutrients already in the soil. It is important in neutralizing toxicity by rendering toxins and heavy metals unreactive. It also stimulates the uptake of nutrients by all plants.

Our approach is simultaneously global and local. On our website, you can find our complete line of mineral supplements for people, plants, and soil at www.anasazigoldorganics.com

Email: anasazigoldorganics@gmail.com Phone: 575-770-9105 - Information & Support
Humic and Fulvic the Miracle Molecules

Fulvic acid is often referred to as a missing link in the human diet. It used to be abundant in our drinking water and food, however, modern city water systems filters and destroys with an addition of chemical fluoride which removes the humic substances and conventional/industrial farming has all but eliminated them from soil systems. Our modern food supply is highly deficient in nutrients. We are in danger of atrophy as a species due to the overall lack of good healthy nutrition from our foods grown in degraded soils.

The interest in Fulvic Acids has exploded in recent years, paving the way for extensive research. Scientists from around the world are beginning to recognize the extraordinary potential of Fulvic Acid. Referring to it as the 'Elixir of Life' and the 'Missing Link' of nutrition, scientists have theorized that without Fulvic Acid, life would not exist! Despite the fact that scientists world-wide have published thousands of papers relative to Fulvic Acids and their effects within living systems, Fulvic Acids have received limited public exposure because of the inability to synthetically produce and commercialize these substances. Many benefits to humans, animals and plant life are being discovered as science examines the most complex molecules in all of nature. Some currently-known benefits of Fulvic Acid are:

Benefits of Fulvic Acid Minerals

Fulvic Acid is nature's most powerful antioxidant! Fulvic Acid is nature's most powerful antioxidant, scavenging and rendering free radicals inert by reacting with both negatively and positively charged unpaired electrons. If it encounters free radicals with unpaired positive electrons, Fulvic Acid supplies an equal and opposite negative charge to neutralize the bad effects of the free radicals. Likewise, if the free radicals carry a negative charge, the Fulvic Acid molecule can supply positive unpaired electrons to nullify that charge. An abundance of molecular donor and receptor sites along the molecular chains of Fulvic Acid lend themselves to a large diversity of chemical reactions, able to react with more compounds than any other antioxidant in nature. This makes Fulvic Acid far more powerful than other well known antioxidants like Vitamin E, CoQ-10 and Vitamin C.

Incredible Delivery System

Increasing nutrient delivery to the cells, Fulvic Acid is so powerful that a single molecule can transport more than 60 times its own weight in minerals, vitamins and enzymes. Having a dramatic impact on health, Fulvic Acid is the element that makes nutrients absorb-able. It maintains cellular integrity and aids in the cellular detoxification process. Many supplement companies are now beginning to add Fulvic Acid to their nutrient formulas in order to boost the effectiveness and overall cellular absorption.

Super Electrolyte

Fulvic Acid is one of the most powerful natural electrolytes known to exist. It charges, regenerates, regulates, and delivers its energies to living cells. It balances cellular life by restoring the electrical potential that was once normal to the cell. This fact in and of itself is amazing! This powerful, natural electrolyte can act as an acceptor or as a donor in the creation of electrochemical balance. The power of an electrolyte has been shown in repeated
tests on animal cells (giant amoeba); to be able to restore life in what researchers termed 'a beautiful demonstration' and 'astonishing.' When the electrolyte potential was taken away during the test, the cell ruptured and disintegrated into the surrounding fluid, dying. Upon reintroducing electrical potential, the cell reconstructed and became active and healthy. These studies show convincingly that the physical well-being of plants, animals, and humans is determined by proper electrical potential.

Anti-Inflammatory

Fulvic acid is an anti-inflammatory agent, and able to significantly enhance healing of ulcerous wounds and coagulate blood. Hospital eye clinic patients with ulcerous cornea infection had 94.2% success rate when treated with fulvic acid eye drops and injections. Yuan, Shenyuan; Fulvic Acid, 4 1988; in application of fulvic acid and its derivatives in the fields of agriculture and medicine; First Edition: June 1993, blood shot eye: 47 cases studied, treated with fulvic acid eye drop and intramuscular injection. Success rate 93.6%. Study performed at an eye clinic in a hospital in Shaoxin, Zhejiang Province, China. Hospital studies have shown that patients with normally incurable epidemic hemorrhagic fever were able to be successfully treated with humic extracts, which stopped bleeding, restored circulation, removed blood clots, anti-viral, and significantly bolstered and regulated the immune system. Yinzhang Cui, Humic Acid, as in: Application of fulvic acid and its derivatives in the fields of agriculture and medicine; First Edition. June 1993; IHSS, Sevilla, Spain. Extensive hospital eye clinic studies using humic extracts showed 100% success in curing eye diseases caused by virus, bacteria, or fungus, also healing ulcerous wounds, relieving inflammation, and stopping hemorrhaging, without side effects. Guofan, Tang, Jiangxi Humic Acid, 3 (1984), as in: application of fulvic acid and its derivatives in the fields of agriculture and medicine; First Edition. June 1993; IHSS, Sevilla, Spain. The brilliant Dr Jerry Tenant, a genius in so many fields discusses in his book “Healing is Voltage” his view on Fulvic Acid Minerals.

Mother Nature's Perfect Mineral Blend

Fulvic Acid is created in extremely small amounts by millions of microbes working on decaying plant matter. The most potent and active Fulvic Acid is found in trace amounts in certain humic deposits from prehistoric plant life. Fulvic Acid is ready in natural form to interact with, and be absorbed by, living cells. Maintaining the environment by dissolving mineral complexes and elements, Fulvic Acid causes cells to bio-react electrically with one another. This produces catalytic reactions, electron transfer, and transmutations into new minerals, creating a perfect blend of organic minerals and trace elements chelated by humic and Fulvic Acid. Minerals delivered by Fulvic Acid are unrivaled in quality, bio-efficiency and electrical potential.

Extraordinary Plant Food

Adding Fulvic Acid to our soil creates a nurturing environment, producing healthier plants with greater crop yields. The overuse of pesticides, chemical fertilizers, and erosion prohibit microbial activity and the formation of Fulvic Acid within a medium. Today, our farmlands are in "poor health" from the use of these. Fulvic Acid minerals and trace elements have the potential to correct unhealthy soils and growing mediums, in addition to supplying much-needed organic mineral complexes back into the soil and therefore back into the food chain.
Nature’s Most Efficient Molecule

Fulvic Acid is necessary for the utilization of vitamins, enzyme production, and hormone structures. They are essential to living cells carrying out metabolic processes. Fulvic Acid balances and energizes cell life, and the biological properties it comes into contact with. Cells absorb nutrients chelated by (biochemically bound) Fulvic Acid with far greater efficiency. Whether these natural compounds are ions (single molecule), or colloids (groupings of molecules), has little bearing on absorption. Remember; there is no such thing as a non-ionic mineral! The term ionic simply refers to something that bears an electrical charge of some kind. When a mineral product contains no Fulvic colloids, it is not a Fulvic Acid product! Organic minerals derived from once-living plant matter have to be ion-containing colloids rich in Humic and Fulvic Acids.

Organic Key Ingredient

Understand that the total metabolism of the body is the sum of the metabolic operations carried on in each individual. Cells, when properly nourished, are capable of producing many of their own factors necessary for metabolic processes. Each cell burns its own energy, maintains itself, manufactures its own enzymes, creates its own proteins and duplicates itself. Fulvic Acid is a key ingredient to making all of this possible. Mineral-rich, Fulvic Acid is severely lacking in modern diets. The cellular protection and benefits that result from consuming Fulvic Acids—especially Fulvic Acid with prehistoric plant-matter origins—are well worth the price of supplementation.

A Leap Forward for Nutrition Science

In the near future, most nutritional supplements for humans, animals and agriculture will contain some form of Fulvic Acid. Scientists have theorized about the 'missing link' of nutrition they now believe it to be Fulvic Acid, rich in minerals and trace elements, that have all passed through the roots of plants to form nature’s perfect mineral blend!

Donor and Receptor Molecule

Fulvic Acid is available at times as a donor and at other times as an acceptor, based on the cell's requirements for balance. One of the reactions that occurs is always an oxidation reaction in which the chemical species loses electrons as a donor. The other reaction is a reduction in which the active species gains electrons as an acceptor. Trace mineral enzymes in the Fulvic Acid electrolyte may serve as electrodes. These molecular characteristics allow Fulvic Acid to donate ions to reactions that form new mineral complexes, stimulate cellular function, carry other nutrients into cellular structures and deliver respiration as well as increased electrical potential. The receptor sites along the complex chains of Fulvic Acid molecules act as cellular toxin magnets, binding them and rendering them harmless to other cells and body functions.

Detoxifies Pollutants

An important aspect of humic substances, including Fulvic Acid, is related to their absorptive interaction with environmental chemicals, and nuclear toxins either before or after they reach...
concentrations toxic to living organisms. For example the toxic herbicide known as Paraquat, and Nuclear toxins, are rapidly detoxified by Humic and Fulvic substances. Fulvic Acid is nature’s most potent detoxifier, seeking out and absorbing or reacting with toxins, preparing them for easy mobilization via the eliminative organs. This takes place on both a cellular and systemic level and is largely due to their special electrical properties and their colloidal molecular chains. Radioactive elements have an affinity for humic and fulvic acids they form organo-metal complexes of different adsorptive stability a solubility. Uranium and Plutonium are influenced by humic substances as are other polluting metals each are solubilized and absorbed thereby annihilating that specific radioactivity.(RASHID) Studies have shown that these complex natural substances have the ability to neutralize radiation and its effect on exposed living cells. Dr. William Jackson PHD tested a Humic Fulvic based product at a nuclear dump site at a Westinghouse Corp. facility in the USA Midwest to test his Fulvic Acid based Formula on 200 barrels of liquid nuclear waste being stored there until there was a designated burial site for the drums. Bill applied his formula and custom designed filter system to each drum of liquid nuclear waste and closed the lid on each one. Test proved 100% pure water in the drums that had once been full of the deadly nuclear waste cocktail. "It also cleanses the entire surface of the Earth of pollution, pesticides, and toxins of all kinds. Thousands of scientific studies exist to prove it. Russian scientists used it to clean up the Chernobyl Nuclear disaster, including the soil, animals, and people exposed to the radiation. According to Dr. William r. Jackson, Fulvic acid annihilates radiation! " -- Other studies have shown their ability to remove cellular and systemic waste from animals and plant life.

**Treat Radiation Exposure in Humans**

According to Dr. William R. Jackson, Fulvic acid annihilates radiation!

Thousands of scientific studies exist to prove it. Russian scientists used it to clean up the Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster, including the soil, animals, and people exposed to the radiation. According to Dr. William R. Jackson, Fulvic acid annihilates radiation! Truly amazing stuff!

To properly treat radiation exposure with Fulvic acid you need to have organic Fulvic acid. Fulvates not only contain rare-earth mineral elements in organic form, Fulvic acids are enzymes and have a life-like functional quality. Being "organic" means the minerals are not "dead" mineral elements, but actually powerful bio-active life-like enzymes made up from very complex combinations of powerful phytochemicals. Research shows that these complex substances have amazing fountain-of-youth-like health properties. Historical medical use is ongoing and dates back hundreds and even thousands of years in remote regions of the Himalayas, China, and Russia, where people today still have the longest recorded life-spans.

Fulvic will do more than treat radiation exposure: The power of Fulvates to protect every organ, tissue & cell from radioactive exposure.

Fulvic acid protects your entire body from radiation exposure! Fulvic acid appears to be "alive" with nature’s own energy, and is intimately tied to the very spark of life. Fulvic acid is the World's most complex enzyme, and enzymes are described by scientists to be like living entities, having functioned and life-like qualities. Research shows that these complex substances have amazing fountain-of-youth-like health properties.

According to Dr. Szaloy, radioactive elements react with Humic substances and require only a
brief time until equilibrium is reached. "Russian scientists are using the same principle for the treatment of radiation sickness. Sodium humate has been found to increase the lifespan of mongrel rats exposed to lethal doses of cobalt radiation." -- Dr. Daryl See, M.D., Immunologist of UCLA Medical School

Cellular Longevity

Nucleic and amino acids, remnants of once living cells, are major components of Fulvic Acid. This acid is possibly preserved indefinitely in-tact within Fulvic substances, and may also have healthy benefits to the cell, which absorbs Fulvic Acid readily because of its low molecular weight. Since Fulvic Acid is also an electrolyte, it increases the permeability of cell membranes, enhances RNA and DNA metabolism, reverses damage done by toxic substances and prolongs the resident-time of nutrients within the medium. (Fulvic Acid colloids increase DNA and RNA synthesis. Retarded DNA and RNA synthesis and metabolism speeds the death of cells and therefore hastens the aging process.)

Organic Fulvates may also increase the alkalinity of your body's pH for optimal health, and are thought to be perhaps one of the most potent antioxidant super scavengers in the world! A powerful detoxification product filled with organic Fulvic trace minerals to provide intensive support for the body's fight to break down and eliminate toxins, heavy metals, and radioactive waste. Proclaimed by scientists as nature's "MIRACLE MOLECULE," organic Fulvic is believed by researchers to offer massive support for the body's efforts in detoxification, cellular cleansing, and nutrient uptake.

Sheer Alchemy

It is alchemical in the sense that Humic and Fulvic acid have the ability to convert inorganic minerals into organic minerals. In fact, Humic acid is black to dark-brownish in color because it is responsible for the dirt and soil also being black to dark-brownish in color; and it is compost and dirt that is rich in minerals and which plays a role in plants converting inorganic minerals in the soil into organic minerals which the plants take in and store so that when humans come along and eat them, they are eating organic nutrition necessary for optimal health and well-being.

“If you desire true health and inner contentment seek out what actually works, and indeed, what has always worked.” – Professor Arnold Ehret

Humic and Fulvic are great to add to drinking water during a 3-week suggested diet and cleanse regimen because it will convert all the inorganic minerals lodged in the tissues and convert them into organic minerals which the body can now absorb and benefit from. Sheer alchemy!

The ability of the Earth’s soil is transferred to the human body (which once had the same alchemical ability as the Earth’s soil to convert minerals from one state into another).
This is a very powerful product that enhances the effect and healing abilities of all additional herbs.

Humic and Fulvic acid combined has an exhaustive list of benefits:

"It acts as a free-radical scavenger; supplies vital electrolytes; helps to enhance and transport nutrients; makes water "wetter"; catalyzes enzyme reactions; increases assimilation; stimulates metabolism; chelate's essential major and trace elements, making them organic; chelate's heavy metals and pollutants; maintains healthy blood pressure; makes vitamin and mineral supplements potent; magnifies the effect of herbal teas and tinctures; demonstrates amazing capacity for electrochemical balance; and increases energy. It also detoxifies the body; repair damaged DNA cells; enhances memory and mental sharpness."

This product carries life's critical nutrients and minerals directly into every cell of your temple (body) fortifying your sense of optimal health and well-being.

Fulvic Acid Restores Life Force. . .

Details: Fulvic Acid has been discovered to be the most important natural miracle molecule related to life itself. Fulvic Acid molecule attracts to itself three times its own weight in heavy metals and radioisotopes and alters the ionic form of the toxins into non toxic elements. In some cases it alchemically turns the out of sacred geometry toxins into good nutrients to be utilized by the body. Fulvic enters the cell wall of the mitochondria and tells the cell to make more ATP the universal currency of Free Energy. As ATP increases a positive charge your life force returns.

ATP is the currency of energy in our cells, and like all valuable commodities it's in rare supply. Every day your cells react their way through about 60 kilograms of ATP.

"When crops are grown on soils deficient in Fulvic acid, toxins and toxic metals can be absorbed by the plant and passed into the food chain. Many of our foods present today are grown under conditions of "worn out" soil. As a result, more toxins and toxic metals are being ingested. Fulvic acid has the capability of removing these toxins and toxic metals from the body." -- Dr. Daryl See, M.D., Immunologist of UCLA Medical School

Benefits:

- Powerful anti-oxidant and free radical scavenger
- Anti-aging and rejuvenating
- Chelates heavy metals
- Removes radiation from your body
- Repairs DNA/regrows brain cells
- Transports nutrients into cells
- Powerful natural electrolyte
- Increases bio availability of nutrients and minerals
- Alkalizes and detoxifies blood
- Regenerates and hydrates cells

"Fulvic, the Spark of Life"

Because of Fulvic Acid's ability to help restore and maintain the electrical potential and
energetic dynamics of the cell membrane!

"FULVIC MOLECULES are like "MINI-BATTERIES," imparting energy and vitality, which results in the INCREASE OF THE VIBRATORY LEVEL OF OUR CELLS AND OUR ENTIRE BODY. Energetic Therapy you can feel!" -- Author Unknown

Humic and Fulvic and their Minerals play a key role in the regulation of blood pressure, blood pH for proper oxygenation, and normal heart contractions. Humic and Fulvic acids naturally carry all the minerals in their proper proportion that our cardiovascular systems need to function optimally. Many people with hypertension report blood pressure normalization after starting to take Humic and Fulvic. Also, Humic and Fulvic chelate and remove "mineral metals" from our bloodstreams and other cardiovascular tissues that can contribute to arterial plaques.

Fulvic acid is part of the humic structure in composition. Being a significantly smaller molecule than humic acid, it has the ability to penetrate the cell and mitochondria of the cell, attracting to itself 3 times its weight in heavy metals or radioisotopes altering the ionic form of those toxins, which means it is efficient in removing toxins out of your cells and out of your body. This wonderful molecule stimulates food metabolism of proteins to re-grow damaged and dying cells. It catalyzes vitamins, minerals, and improves enzyme reaction while scavenging toxins, heavy metals and radiation.

Fulvic Acid is the powerful and has diverse spectrum of immune system responses it stimulates in the human body. Fulvic Acid not only boosts your immunity, it regulates the immune system. Fulvic Acid is unparalleled in its ability to act as a natural immune-modulator. Fulvic acid restores your life force and provides a homeostatic regulation to your system.

This makes Fulvic Acid a superior anti-aging and rejuvenation application. Pain, irregularity, disease and stress, which are acidic conditions, will decrease and in many cases disappear, bringing about a more balanced healthy mind and body. Your hair, teeth, bones, skin and cells will rejuvenate and glow with optimum health when taken as part of your daily regime. Like any supplement, Fulvic needs to be taken on a daily basis to obtain the optimal results.

Fulvic Acid has some amazing external benefits as well as taken internally.

• It acts as a wide spectrum anti-microbial and fungicide • Neutralizing poison ivy and poison oak • It removes discoloration due to skin bruises • Helps to treat open wounds, cuts and abrasions • Kills pathogens responsible for athletes foot • It helps to treat rashes, skin irritations, insect and spider bites • Heal burns with minimum pain or scarring

Just a Warning

Depending on your current state of health, a healing crisis may occur. Every person will have different responses and symptoms in varying intensities. It is your body eliminating what is out of balance and not welcome. This is a necessary process in your personal healing journey. Should you feel nausea, have vomiting or have milky urine then reduce the dosage. Drink lots
of filtered water through out the day. If you are still experiencing these symptoms then stop for a few days and try again at the lowest dosage mentioned. Gradually increase the dosage.

No known method exists for accurately quantifying Fulvic acid. Moreover, there is no standard method of testing Fulvic acid. This is why we don’t make percentage claims on our Fulvic acid. Any percentages determined by testing facilities are only ballpark estimates based on methods that vary widely among facilities.

Amazing Weight Loss with the combination of both Humic and Fulvic formulas combined on a daily basis! Excess fat will begin to melt away and you will have optimum nutrition and health benefits as well.

If you have been struggling to lose weight and overcome intense food cravings for fatty, salty or sugary foods, mineral deficiency from depleted soil is most likely to blame. Now you can take control of your life, your health and your weight by adding twice daily a combination of Humic and Fulvic Acid mineral supplements to your diet and watch the extra weight and the cravings just disappear!

Fulvic Ingredients:

Fulvic Acid is extracted from certified organic ancient fresh water lakebeds, which are called humates from New Mexico to provide a high and pure concentration of Humic and Fulvic Acid. Containing 72+ Minerals and 12 Amino Acids

Recommended dosage:

1 to 2 ounces, one’s or twice per daily until body detoxifies, repairs and regulates itself.

Humic Acid: Mother Nature’s most powerful broad-spectrum antibiotic known to man!

Benefits:

• 72+ minerals

• Potent Anti viral properties

• Promotes bone regeneration

• Clinically proven anti-inflammatory

• Burns fat and builds muscle

• Immune boosting
• Hormone balancing

• Anti carcinogenic properties

• Protection from harmful chemicals

• Protects against asthma and bronchitis, fibromyalgia, autoimmune disorders, diabetes and tuberculosis

• Clinically shown to block all viruses, including HIV and Herpes viruses. Block all viruses, including HIV and Herpes viruses.

Experts From:

"Medical Aspects and Applications of Humic Substances" Regarding the Antiviral Activity of Humic Substances Prof. Dr. Renate Klocking & Dr. Rer. net. Bjorn Helbig Institute for Antiviral Chemotherapy. -- Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany

Humic substances have been also known to exhibit anti-microbial properties. Microbial Species for which natural humic substances have been shown to be inhibitory include:

• C Albicans

• Ent. Cloacac

• Prot. Vulgaris

• Ps. Aeruginosa

• St. typhimurium

• St. aureus

• St. epidermidis

• Str. pyogenes

"It seems that within the body, humates stimulate the "good" microbes while suppressing the
"bad" microbes." -- Dr. Daryl See, M.D., Immunologist of UCLA Medical School.

What is Humic Acid?

So what, you may be asking yourself, is this "Miracle Substance?" The answer lies in the Earth's very own ancient and rich soil deposits more commonly known as Humus. Humus is that organic portion of soil that remains after millions of years of microbial decomposition of plants and vegetation.

Further decomposition of these ancient remains form our oil and coal deposits. But geologists have found another most unusual strata that are called humic deposits.

They are quite rare and can be found only in certain areas of the world. It is these deposits that are exceedingly rich in our miraculous, little known substance called Humic Acid.

Humic Acid is a chief constituent of humus - the organic material found in soil that encourages the growth of plants by providing organic nutrition that is taken in by the roots from the soil. Humic acid is also found in abundance in peat, oceans, humic lakes (common to taiga regions of Europe, Asia and North America), etc.

Apart from being potent anti viral agent, humates also have specific anti microbicidal properties. When added to soil, humates eliminate harmful microbes from the soil, but retain the good ones so that only beneficial microbes are passed on to organisms that feed on these plants.

Immune System Boosting Properties:

Humic Acid is composed of sugars that act as catalysts, encouraging the body to produce glycoproteins that bind to the two chief lymphocytes that perform immune functions - the Natural Killer Cells and T-Cells. This binding causes these immune system cells to remain balanced by establishing a communication pathway among them. This function of humic acid enables the immune system to identify the body's own dead cells from infected cells which is very important in cases of serious injuries from burns and radiation as an inability to differentiate between dead and infected cells causes the immune system to attack the body's own dead cells. This can lead to serious infections post injury.

Anti Viral Properties:

Laboratory experiments using soil samples containing Humic Acid and humates have shown strong anti viral properties when experimented upon certain strains of rhino-virus (the chief common cold and influenza pathogen), herpes simplex virus (HPV), Coxsackie virus and even the much-dreaded human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)! That could mean that the cure for herpes and HIV/AIDS could very well be available in the near future!

Blood Detoxifying Effects:

Fulvic Acid present in humates is a powerful natural chelate which, when it enters the
bloodstream, has the effect of detoxifying the blood by removing traces of toxic heavy metals such as mercury and lead from the blood stream.

Humic Acid is a natural ionic molecule extracted from ancient organic soil deposits containing key elements for our nutrient starved world. These ancient soil deposits — named humus, or humin, from the Greek word for soil, is vital for the reversal and prevention of disease and essential for optimal health. Humic Acid contains highly concentrated minerals and healing substances. These healing substances are composed of long chain molecules, which are high in molecular weight, dark brown to black in color and soluble in an alkaline solution. Humic Acid binds to both positive and negative charged ions making it the most powerful free radical natural anti-oxidant scavenger.

The Humic Acid molecule prevents viruses from re-attaching to host cells by coating the receptor sites of the viruses with a thin protective film, a process known as "viral fusion inhibition. This prevents viruses from binding with cells. This supports the body’s natural ability to arrest the growth of the most threatening viruses. Humic Acid’s function is to balance and energize all cell life and biological properties it comes in contact with.

Humic the Missing Link in the Food Chain

Until recently, most of the world has been kept in the dark about a "miraculous" medical discovery that is so safe, powerful and effective that "doctors" spanning the globe have used it for thousands of years with amazing results.

Called the "missing link" to optimum health and nutrition by leading scientists, medical studies have shown that this "secret extract" has the ability to change one’s life for the better.

Scientists have discovered this "missing link" in our food chain, and can see that the rapidly increasing degenerative diseases worldwide may be directly related to the absence of this substance in the human diet.

Now, experts know that more than vitamins and minerals are required for optimal health, and this third nutritional element may be equally important.

This breakthrough discovery is supported by little known and even secret medical research coming from top institutions around the world... medical schools, hospitals, clinics, and pharmaceutical laboratories.

Most of the world doesn't yet know about this amazing discovery and for some very good reasons:

• 1. Scientists didn't know it existed, couldn't detect it, and when they finally did identify it, it was so complex that they couldn't understand it.

• 2. Some of the medical institutions doing the research are more interested in making enormous profits from developing synthetic patented drugs, which is why they prefer you not know about this natural alternative.
• Pharmaceutical companies have been rushing to patent synthetic versions of this natural substance, and dozens of patents have been approved. Yet Mother Nature has them all beat because they'll never be able to duplicate her handiwork. This substance is far too complex!

• An estimated 80% of pharmaceutical drugs are tiny, isolated synthetic fractions of this WHOLE AND COMPLETE "missing link" from nature.

Black Gold of the Ming Dynasty

Quan Yin and her Man-Child symbolic of the healing qualities of the Humic or the Ancient Chinese Black Gold cure. Paining by: Howard David Johnson

Back Gold Medicine as the ancients called it, were used through history and continue to this day to be used as an outstanding healer since the 14th century Ming dynasty. “Ming” means brightness.

The Ming Dynasty was “one of the greatest eras of orderly government and social stability in human history.

Many reports on the beneficial use of humic substances, especially Fulvic Acid, for human health and medicine have been published. These include reports documented in the Chinese Material Medical pharmacological compendium, dating back to the 15th century Ming Dynasty. During that period, a very famous medical doctor, Li Shi Zhen, used "Wujinsan", meaning "golden medicine", containing Humic and Fulvic Acids as the active ingredient in the treatment of infectious ulcerous growth and female hemorrhage diseases. These studies showed humic and Fulvic acids to be efficient anti-inflammatory and blood coagulating agent.

Studies and Clinical Applications

Clinical medical studies using Humic and Fulvic Acids in China

Chinese Doctors

Prior to 1978, Humic and Fulvic acids had been used in Chinese hospitals and among the general Chinese population for the treating of a wide range of diseases with success. Up to that point there was very little research conducted on the pharmacology of its therapeutic mechanism.

Many medical schools and hospitals in China have engaged in extensive studies on the toxicology and pathological aspects of Humic and Fulvic Acids and their clinical applications. Hundreds of research papers have now been published nationally in China, and some have appeared in international journals and have been presented at various meetings outside of China.

• In one study in a hospital eye clinic in Shaoxin, Zhejiang Province, China, 53 patients with ulcerous cornea infection had 94.2% success rate when treated with Fulvic Acid eye drops and intramuscular injections. Yuan, Shenyuan; Fulvic Acid, 4 1988; in
Application of Fulvic Acid and its derivatives in the fields of agriculture and medicine; First Edition: June 1993.

• In another study, 95 patients treated at Haidian Hospital in Beijing, China for chronic ulcerous colon infections with 30 dosages of a Fulvic acid enema had 92.6% success rate. Yuan, Shenyuan; Fulvic Acid, 4 1988; in Application of Fulvic Acid and its derivatives in the fields of agriculture and medicine; First Edition: June 1993.

• In a study performed at Tongren Hospital, Beijing, China, 160 patients with acute upper gastroenterological bleeding had 95.6% success rate when treated with Fulvic Acid oral medicine and injections. Yuan, Shenyuan; Fulvic Acid, 4 1988; in Application of Fulvic Acid and its derivatives in the fields of agriculture and medicine; First Edition: June 1993.

• Clinical medical studies using Humic and Fulvic Acids were performed on thousands of hemorrhoid patients, which were so successful that the Chinese government had a special pharmaceutical preparation developed for treatment of this condition, as an over-the-counter medicine for national distribution. Yuan, Shenyuan; Fulvic Acid, 4 1988; in Application of Fulvic Acid and its derivatives in the fields of agriculture and medicine; First Edition: June 1993.

• Studies of patients with gastric and duodenal ulcers showed that 91.1% had condition improve when treated with Fulvic Acid. Treatment showed no side effects, substantially diminished pain, with few relapses, with 61.1% of patients being completely cured. Xinsheng Zhu, Fulvic Acid, 9 (1991)

• Hospital studies in China show that elderly patients, ages 60-90, when treated with Fulvic Acid, regained appetite, slept better, and became more energetic. Other hospital studies coming from India show that Fulvic Acids are considered to be a powerful anti-aging therapy that also able to help with symptoms of dementia. Erchuan Wang et al, Humic Acid, 3 (1991)

• Outpatient medical hospital studies on thyroid tumors, some cancerous, showed that injections with a special humic extract was 90% successful in stopping tumor growth and diminishing size of tumors, with 80% of patients having complete cures. He, Shenyi, et al; Humic acid in Jiangxi Province, 1 (1982)

• Blood shot eyes: 47 cases studied, treated with fulvic acid eye drop and intramuscular injection. Success rate 93.6%. Study performed at an eye clinic in a hospital in Shaoxin, Zhejiang Province, China

• Skin ulcers: 51 cases studied, treated with Fulvic Acid bath. Success rate 92.2%. Studies performed at Internal Medicine, Tongren Hospital, Beijing, China.

• Rheumatoid arthritis: Large number of cases studied, treated with Fulvic Acid bath. Success rate 92%. Studies performed at Haidian Hospital in Beijing, China.

• Cancer of the esophagus, disease incubation period: 27 cases studied, treated using Fulvic Acid water solution for two years. 100% successful in preventing tumor progression into the cancerous state. Studies performed by Hongji Xie, et al.
• Malnutrition in women: 1800 cases studied, treated with Fulvic Acid. Success rate 96.0%. Studies performed by Professor Deqing Yao at Tongren Hospital in Beijing, China.

• Over-active thyroid: 33 cases studied, treated for 6 months of Fulvic Acid treatment. Success rate 90.9%. Studies performed at Tongren Hospital in Beijing, China.

• Congenital regional neurological disease (deaf and dumb, mental retarded and seizure patients): Three groups studied, with one year of Fulvic Acid treatment. Success rate 30.3%. Studies performed at Tongren Hospital in Beijing, China, and Epidemic Prevention Station in Changping, China.

• Hospital studies show that patients with normally incurable epidemic Hemorrhagic Fever were able to be successfully treated with humic extracts, which stopped bleeding, restored circulation, removed clots, was anti-viral, and significantly bolstered and regulated the immune system. Yinzhang Cui, Humic Acid, 1 (1991)

In many clinical cases infections were accompanied by blood seeping into the area, or bleeding caused ulcers. Fulvic Acid moderates ulcerous conditions on the basis of its anti-inflammatory nature, its coagulating nature, and general healing ability.

Chinese doctors now use Fulvic related medicines to reduce inflammation, increase circulation and control bleeding, to regulate the immune system and hormone systems, to heal digestive tract disorders, and as an anti-cancer and anti-tumor therapy.

The above studies have confirmed that naturally occurring humic acid preparations can stimulate the production of cytokines, including interferon-gamma, interferon-alpha, interferon-beta, and tumor necrosis factor-alpha. What this means is that a valid mechanism has been discovered, proven, and documented, whereby humic extracts are able to work with the body to selectively seek out and destroy cancer cells.

Pharmaceutical companies in Da Tong, Shanxi, in Gongxian, Henan and in Kunming, Yunnan are manufacturing Humic Acid medicines, which are approved by the Chinese Drug Administration. Because of their non-toxicity, the Humic extract Fulvic acid is approved for internal as well as external use.

In summary, as a result of the joint efforts contributed by both the basic science researchers and clinicians, the Fulvic Acid component derived from Humic Acid has proven to be an effective and a safe remedy for a wide range of diseases. This accomplishment has raised the curiosity and interests of scientists from abroad. As evidenced by "The Recent Progress in Chinese Medicine" published in Singapore and "Fulvic Acid" published in Germany. Over 50% of hospital patients noticed that they were able to sleep more relaxed when treated with Fulvic Acid, a Humic extract. Improved sleep came as an added benefit since the patients were already being treated with the Fulvic Acid for various chronic diseases. Bingwen Su, Jiangxi Humic Acid, 3 (1985)
Clinical Applications

• Use as an anti-inflammatory agent: The effectiveness of Fulvic Acid relative to hydrogenated cortisone varies with the location of its source and the method of extraction. (i) Fulvic Acid inhibits an enzyme secreted from the infected area and (ii) Fulvic Acid regulates the level of the trace elements Zinc and Copper and thus activates the super-oxide dismutase, which is a Zinc and Copper-containing enzyme. Free radicals generated in the infected region are dis-mutated, utilized, and eliminated by this agent. Applications have also been established in the area of veterinary medicine.

• Stimulates blood circulation and enhances blood coagulation: Many diseases are caused by malfunction of the circulation in the capillary blood system. The therapeutic effect of fulvic acid is a result of its ability to restore and improve blood circulation in the capillary system. Fulvic Acid, on the other hand, serves as well as a blood coagulant when there is bleeding or blood seeping from the vascular bed.

• Digestive tract ulcers: The healing effects of various Fulvic Acids are a result of their ability to stimulate blood circulation in the stomach wall and its ability to inhibit the secretion of acid from the stomach wall. It stimulates as well the secretion of those glands in the stomach, which have the ability to protect the stomach inner wall, preventing and healing stomach ulcers.

• Endocrinology: Fulvic Acid regulates abnormal thyroid hormone secretion as a result of its being able to regulate cyclic nucleotides at the cellular level.

Dr. S. A. Visser

In 1988, Dr. S. A. Visser reviewed the medicinal value of humic substances in an article entitled: "Effects of humic substances on higher animals and man; the possible use of Humic compounds in medical treatments", which was presented at the International Humic Substance Society meeting in Sevilla, Spain. His findings showed that the medicinal applications of Humic and Fulvic Acids can be external as well as internal.

Dr. Visser stated that external applications of Humic and Fulvic Acids are based on their use as antiphlogistic (anti-inflammatory), analgesic (pain relieving), hyperemic (blood flow increasing), anti-rheumatic, anti-microbial, anti-fungal, antiviral and anti-cancer agents. Humic and Fulvic acids have also been used externally in the treatment of hematoma (localized accumulation of blood), phlebitis (inflammation of veins), desmorrhesis (rupture of a ligament), and myogelosis (hardening of a muscle), as well as for the treatment of patients with contusions, distortions, cervical (neck) complaints, lumbago (pain in the lower back), ischias (pelvic pain in the hip joint), arthrosis (non-inflammatory arthritis), polyarthritis (arthritis of multiple joints), osteoarthritis (arthritis deformans), and with osteochondrosis (ossification of cartilage).

With respect to internal use, Humic and Fulvic acids have been shown to be particularly useful in the prophylaxis (prevention), therapy and metaphylaxis (after-care) of a variety of stomach and intestinal troubles such as, hyper-acidity, diarrhea, gastric ulcers, dysentery, gastroenteritis and colitis. They can also act as a detoxifying agent, and have been used against bacterial and viral infections. They have been found to be useful in the treatment of
anemia (deficiency of red blood cells, hemoglobin or total blood volume) and as a stimulator of the body’s immune system and of detoxifying liver functions. By counteracting certain kinds of cancerous growth, Humic Acids may also have a potential as an anti-carcinogen.

Many of these effects can be attributed to the activity of humic and fulvic acids by themselves, and are the result of their surface activity, chelating properties, power of absorption, their polyacidic nature, their polyphenolic structure, their interaction with other organic molecules including polysaccharides, proteins, enzymes and lipids, as well as of their redox properties and free radical content. No unfavorable side effects have so far been noticed with the administration of Humic or Fulvic Acids.

Dr. G. Davies

Dr. G. Davies summarized the effects of Humic Acids in the Nucleus, Feb. 1996, in a monograph titled "Properties and functions of Humic Acids." He stated that oral doses of Humic Acids reduce heavy metal absorption in animals and also decrease pesticide toxicity. Humic Acids can be administered preventatively and therapeutically in animals, including pregnant animals, without apparent risk. Some Humic Acids control uterine cancer in rats and Humic Acids markedly reduce the mutagenic effect of benzopyrene, 3-aminoanthracene, 2-nitrofluorene and 1-nitropyrene. The anti-mutagenic effect depends upon the adsorption of these dangerous chemicals onto the Humic Acid surface. Since Fulvic Acid is Humic Acid, the bioactive component, all data applies to Fulvic Acid as well.

Dr. G. Davies summarizes the effects of humic acids: “Oral doses of Humic Acids reduce heavy metal absorption in animals and also decrease pesticide toxicity. Humic Acids can be administered preventatively and therapeutically in animals, including pregnant animals, without apparent risk. Some Humic Acids control uterine cancer in rats and Humic Acids markedly reduce the mutagenic effect of benzopyrene, 3-aminoanthracene, 2-nitrofluorene and 1-nitropyrene. The anti-mutagenic effect depends upon the adsorption of these dangerous chemicals onto the Humic Acid surface. Since Fulvic Acid is Humic Acid, the bio-active component, all data applies to Fulvic Acid as well." -- Nucleus, Feb. 1996, in a monograph titled "Properties and functions of Humic Acids

Dhanvatari Founder of Ayurvedic Medicine

Fulvic Acid, “A Hidden Treasure”

Renowned longevity and health of isolated Himalayan cultures is linked to Fulvic Acid extracted from fossil-like humic substances.

For centuries traditional medical doctors in remote areas of the Himalayas have claimed that "Shilajit", a rare humic substance high in Fulvic Acid, can "arrest the aging process" and "induce revitalization". Historical documents testify to the amazing longevity and health of these people who often live well beyond 100 years of age. Now the physiological functions behind these claims are being substantiated by leading medical hospitals and pharmacologists around the world.
Fulvic Acid extracts from the rare Humic substances found on the high mountain slopes of the Himalayas, have been used for centuries by the isolated inhabitants of that region as a "rejuvenator, a class of drugs reputed to arrest the aging process and to induce revitalization", according to quotes from leading pharmacologists studying them. The traditional medical claims of "rehabilitation of muscles, bones and nerves", treatment of "geriatric complaints including arthritis, diabetes and allergic manifestations," dementia, etc., are now being proven, along with their mode of action, by pharmacologists and many other medical doctors and scientists.

The various pharmacological studies reveal that the Fulvic Acids exhibit results" sufficiently impressive", and "more effective" than several currently available immune system regulators. The Fulvic Acids "produced significant effects", as an anti-stress agent, in relieving stomach ulcers, preventing allergic reactions, and in activating the immune system against tumor cells. "The results support the use" of Fulvic Acids "as an adjuvant [assisting in the prevention, amelioration, or cure] in the therapy of diabetes", to quote leading pharmacologists.

In recent years, leading scientists, doctors, and pharmacologists from major hospitals and universities in India, Russia, and China have become more conscious of the purported anti-aging and health claims associated with the rare Fulvic Acids, and have been looking deeper into the assertions coming from traditional health practitioners of the region. The inhabitants and areas of the Himalayan belt that are mentioned in the many and growing number of scientific and medical studies documenting this research include: The Tibetans of the Tibet region of China, the Georgian Russians living in the Caucasus Mountains of Russia, the Hunzas of Pakistan and Afghanistan (Hindu Kush and Karakoram Mountains), the Sherpas in Nepal, the people of the Kashmir region, and the Indians living in the Kumaon, Himalayas, Vindhyas and Aravallis Mountains of India.

West Pakistan Hunza women preparing medicinal herbs. They take Shilajit daily and work until age 100 or older!

"Very few people know about Humic Acid. In India it is called Shaljit (Shilajit translates as "rock overpowering," the black variety possesses the greatest therapeutic benefits, which is an ancient Ayurvedic medicine, but more people however know about the people of Hunzas who live to be over 100 years old. The source of Humic Acid comes from the top layers of brown coal that never turned to coal which is ancient plant matter. Humate is the plant juices that dried up through oxidation. What is so interesting is that it was formed when dinosaurs were roaming the earth 75 million years ago. To make a long story short, this Humic Acid contains an active ingredient called Fulvic Acid which has over 72+ minerals and 12+ amino acids chelated." -- Parhatsathid Nabadalung

Fulvic Acid is present in Humates completely organic in nature.

It is a well-known fact that a large number of individuals in the Himalayan belt live to well over 100 years of age, and often are reported to live to 120-140 years or more, maintaining excellent health throughout their entire lives. People of the region that use Fulvic Acid preparations made from the rare humic substance not only report significant health benefits for themselves, but for their animals as well, and most people lack the degenerative diseases common to other cultures today.
Traditional Ayurvedic medicine throughout the Himalayan belt lists the indigenous Humic substance and resultant Fulvic Acids as a "rasayana" or rejuvenator, a class of drugs reputed to arrest the aging process and induce revitalization of attenuated physiological functions. The special endurance attributed to the Sherpas, including their ability to survive extremely cold conditions and high altitudes has also been linked to these substances during the medical studies. Traditional medicine of the region prescribes the local rare Fulvic Acid extract in genito-urinary diseases, diabetes, jaundice, gallstones, enlarged spleen, digestive disorders, epilepsy, nervous diseases, elephantiasis, chronic bronchitis, dementia, arthritis, and anemia. The Humic extract has been shown to accelerate the process of rehabilitation of muscles, bones and nerves, and is used to treat many geriatric complaints including memory loss, and is believed to increase cerebral functions. It has also proven useful as an aphrodisiac, rejuvenator, alternative tonic, stimulant, internal antiseptic, diuretic, lithotriptic, and is used for treatment of respiratory problems, worms, piles, adiposity, renal and bladder stones, nervous diseases, amenorrhoea, dysmenorrhoea, menorrhagia, eczema, anorexia, and fracture of bones.

Historically, Fulvic Acids from the Himalayan region has been shown effective for treatment of cold stress, diabetes, tumors, skin diseases, rheumatic pain, kidney stones, heart ailments, leprosy, and many other ailments. Fulvic Acids is also a panacea of oriental medicine, where it is continued to be used extensively. These discoveries are most significant, considering the fact that the various cultures of these remote Himalayan regions have used organic farming practices for centuries, which promote soil and crops already rich in natural humic/fulvic substances. Yet these people still find that additional Fulvic Acid supplementation and medication proves highly beneficial to their health, and alleviates disease problems when they arise. This shows that the ancient vegetation, which was the source for the rare Fulvic Acids, has exceptional properties that may even surpass those of vegetation found anywhere on Earth today.

The rare humic deposits of the region were exposed at the time of uplift of the Himalayas, and are normally found from about 5,000-15,000 feet of elevation. These Humic deposits are exposed by landslides, excavation or road cutting. It is important to note that similar high quality humic substances found in various other regions of the Earth show similar results. However, the Fulvic Acids from the Shilajit Humic has some most unusual characteristics.

Humic and Fulvic Acids are found in Shilajit 'The Nectar of Life'

Shilajit, which contains Fulvic Acid originating from the body Lord Shiva

Shilajit has extensive mention in ancient Hindu literature. King Chandra Varma who is supposed to have ruled much of northern India had to spent most of his youthful years in governing the vast empire, waging wars and protecting it from the enemies. When there was peace and stability in his kingdom he was past 60 years of age. He wanted to enjoy the pleasures of life. He unfortunately found that he had lost all his youthfulness and could not enjoy the natural pleasures of life despite having enormous material wealth and power. He then went on penance in the mountains of Himalayas and prayed to Lord Shiva - prime most among Hindu Gods and considered as the originator of Yoga. Lord Shiva was pleased with his
prayer and offered him a substance originating from his body. That restored King Chandra
varma's youthfulness.

That substance is Shilajit and is found mostly in Himalayan Mountains. King Chandra Varma
who was the first to take Shilajit is considered immortal and revered even now by local
populace in India. Lord Buddha who was originally born into a royal family is considered as
one of the descendants of King Chandra Varma. There is also extensive mention of Shilajit as
a powerful aphrodisiac and restorer of youthfulness in The Kama Sutra - the most widely read
treatise on physical

Kama Sutra is a traditional East Indian philosophy that mentions the health and spiritual
method of love making between a male and a female. This ancient Kama Sutra lovemaking
book has mentioned some very important tips to improve the vitality for both men and women.
Sex is one of the important parts of any living being. Besides anything else it is the way by
which our human species reproduce and give birth to its own kind to carry on with the progeny.

Kama Sutra philosophy has made a relationship of man and women interesting and
pleasurable. Sex is actually an attraction that is caused by the hormones the runs in males as
well as females. There is no one in the world that does not have the desire for sex until and
unless there is some kind of physical or mental problem. To keep the natural hormones
excreting and circulating properly and to sustain blissful sexual activity, the Kama Sutras have
mentioned an herb named Shilajit, which contains Humic Acid.

As per Kama Sutra the 1800 year old love making book, Humic Acid (Shilajit) is regarded as
the 'Nectar of Life' or may be called Amrit. Amrit is defined as providing life. And yes Humic
Acid aka Shilajit will do the same. It helps in reviving ones youthful vigor. This herbomineral is
a phenomenal herb that not only helps in increasing the strength of the body and sexual force
but also helps in promoting immunity as well as general vitality.

Humic or Shilajit is known for the properties for providing the youthfulness to a person who
consumes it. It has so much rich organo-mineral properties that it revitalizes body to rejuvenate
each and every body cell to make it perform like a young person. In Ayurvedic, or traditional
Indian medicine, a small amount of Shilajit is taken in warm milk, he says, to improve libido
and treat a range of health problems such as diabetes and anemia. In his practice.

Benefits of Humic Acid (Shilajit) as per Kama Sutra practice:

1. Rectifies general weakness and body debility
2. Rejuvenates natural energy in the body.
3. Provides vigor and lust
4. Builds up stamina and confidence
5. Improves radiant luster on body and face
6. Provides vital strength and sexual power.
7. Provides negative ion activity

8. Improves sexual rejuvenation

9. Provides body and mind deep satisfaction

"Mother Nature’s most powerful broad spectrum anti-biotic known to man"

Benefits

• 72+ minerals

• Potent Anti viral properties

• Promotes bone regeneration

• Clinically proven anti-inflammatory

• Burns fat and builds muscle

• Immune boosting

• Hormone balancing

• Anti carcinogenic properties

• Protection from harmful chemicals

Humic Mud Baths combined with healing clays and herbs have been used for centuries

Mud-Pack Therapies are here to stay and for good reason. Few substances work as well as clays combined with magma rich Fulvic and Humic Acids for restoring coherence to the biofield and tissues. Restore lymph flow, micro-circulation, nerve flow to areas that have been injured in addition after you receive a couple sessions your requirement for nutrition goes down because your pathways both energetically and anatomically become clearer and more functional.

Ingredient Humic Acid is extracted from certified organic humate or ancient plant matter from ancient fresh water lake beds to provide the highest and purest concentration of Humic Acid concentrate on the market with lab tests from 90.67% humic acid content to 96%.
Topical application of Humic Acid may significantly reduce or even completely suppress herpes HSV-1 and HSV-2.

Topical application of Humic and or Fulvic Acid can help in neutralizing nuclear toxins. This is well documented on the World Wide Web!

Humic Acid is used for internal and external application. Safe for all ages and for your PETS too!

Dhanvatari  Founder of Ayurvedic Medicine

Dhanvatari Yantra

Lord Dhanvatari is the Vedic Physician; he cures health ailments and protects the wellbeing of his children in this Universe. He encircles you with his positive vibrations which can unchain you from any kind of health disorders. Dhanvantri Yantra is a one stop solution to cure your health problems and to stay in the pink of your health!

Lord Dhanvatari is the father of the medical science called Ayurveda; it is believed that the intricacy of Ayurveda has been passed down through generations from the Vedic scriptures. If health ailments are your impediments to achieve success, your prayers to Lord Dhanvatari will heal your health problems. His Yantra contains those radiations that can rejuvenate your body and soul.

The positive vibrations of the Yantra can liberate you from un-treatable illnesses and bless you with happiness and peace. Let the energy waves of the Yantra keep you hale, hearty and healthy forever!

Yantras are great cosmic conductors of energy, an antenna of Nature, a powerful tool for harmony, prosperity, success, good health, yoga and meditation! Yantras consist of a series of geometric patterns. The eyes and mind concentrate at the center of the yantra to achieve higher levels of consciousness. Yantras are usually made out of copper.

Dhanvantri Yantra immunizes the lives of:

People who suffer from severe health ailments People who yearn to lead a happy and peaceful life People who yearn for a positive change to take place in their lives People who seek more robust health
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